Ebay mermaid

For each item sold on eBay, a seller is billed both types of fees. That means there's no way to
get around these fees. With the following review, learn what these fees are for and what you
should do if you're unhappy paying them. Also known as a listing fee, an insertion fee is the
"upfront" fee that eBay charges a seller to place an item for sale on eBay. The listing fee varies
according to a number of factors. These factors include the type of listing in question as well as
the starting, buy it now and reserve prices set by the seller. What's more, the listing duration
and the promotional and other features also known as listing upgrades added to the listing by
the seller contribute to the insertion fees. The number of categories in which the item was listed
does as well. This is what's known as a final value fee. According to eBay: "Final value fees are
calculated based on the total amount of the sale and are charged per item. The total amount of
the sale is the final price of the item, shipping charges, and any other amounts you may charge
the buyer. Sales tax is not included. Refer to eBay's current fee calculation table for details on
how listing fees are currently calculated. If you still think eBay's insertion and final value fees
are simply too high and you've done all you can to lower them, you might want to check out
sites similar to eBay to give you a better idea of how fair these costs are. If you primarily sell
clothes, shoes, and accessories on eBay, for example, check out sites such as Tradesy or
Poshmark to see if they charge comparable fees for selling goods there. If their fees are equally
as high or higher, you might feel more at peace with paying the fees that eBay imposes on
sellers. If their fees are lower, however, you may decide to do away with your eBay account and
to sell on competing sites instead. If you think all such websites charge sellers too many fees,
your best bet might be to set up your own site for selling or to sell your wares in personâ€”at
thrift stores and flea marketsâ€”rather than online. Don't forget, however, that even thrift stores
and flea markets will take a cut of your profits as well in most cases. By Full Bio Follow
Linkedin. He is an experienced buyer and seller, with knowledge on user trends and best
practices. Read The Balance's editorial policies. Continue Reading. Upcoming Events. Photo
Gallery. Video Gallery. Blue Mermaid Designs is a aquatic novelty mermaid entertainment
company in south Florida, providing mermaid entertainment since We are a pod of professional
mermaid entertainers, providing mermaid appearances for a variety of events. With our movie
grade special effect costumes and our underwater experience, we are sure to make you believe
the unbelievable! We even have our own portable mermaid tank in which the mermaids can
swim. This traveling aquarium is the perfect wow factor for all types of events! Add the
enchantment of a real swimming mermaid to your next event or project! Mermaid appearances
are an easy way to bring attention to your business, party, event or location. Its something
people wont forget! Our mermaids are experienced models and actors, with experience in
underwater modeling, commercials, news programs and tv shows. Mermaids are perfect for:
Festivals, fairs, special events, aquariums, corporate event decor, hotel entertainment, business
promotion, advertising projects, trade shows, country club events, live decor, underwater
models, surprise beach sightings, boat show models, unique wedding and proposals, photo
opps, promotional models, charity events, kids events, circus side shows, meet n greets, photo
shoots, promotional events and more! We also work with many other mermaids, mermen,
fairies, unicorns, pirates, and other entertainers across the country. Let us know what your
needs are, and we will do our best to accommodate you! We will make you believe the
unbelievable! Disney products tend to be good sellers on eBay. Items like costumes, collectible
Christmas ornaments, plush, snow globes, and Disney park memorabilia can sell for high
prices. First of all, it is important to understand that not all Disney VHS tapes are valuable. This
is definitely a rumor and not the case, and the Disney Black Diamond rumors are simply a hoax.
The original cover shows Ariel sitting on a rock with Prince Eric, with her father and Ursula in
the background, and her friends Sebastian the lobster and Flounder the fish in the foreground.
In the far background, situated just between Triton and Ursula, is a golden castle with tall
cylindrical spires. This is where the interesting cover art is found. There are a couple of stories
about why the castle spire was drawn in such a manner. The first story involves a disgruntled
Disney employee. Urban legend says that the employee working on "The Little Mermaid" project
was informed he would be laid off. This story has been proven to be false. He was a freelancer.
So he had no fears of being fired. Snopes reported:. The theatrical posters were done before the
original release of the film, but the video cover art was not created until a few months before the
home video version hit the market. In , a Disney animator revealed more details about the
drawing in an Instagram post. The original cover artist, a last-minute hire working on short
sleep over a weekend, meant the suggestive castle spire as an inside joke, but realized too late
on Monday morning that the rendering was less subtle than he had intended. Disney did not act
on his offer to revise the art, but did subsequently hire him for other, unrelated work. The
customer contacted Disney about the issue, and the cover art was changed. VHS tapes with the
original cover art are still in the homes of Disney fans and may be donated to thrift stores as

people clean out or downsize. The average person doesn't know about the original cover art
issue , and that it makes the videos produced in more valuable. When searching completed
listings, many sellers don't know to use the keywords original or banned cover art, so make
sure those keywords are in the title and description area. Sellers will often list a batch of several
Disney or children's VHS tapes, and this rare Little Mermaid version will be mixed in. It can be
worth buying the whole lot just to pick out the special Little Mermaid VHS and sell it on its own.
Just ask the seller of the lot for more photos of the covers to make sure the highly coveted VHS
with the "special" cover art is included in the lot. Don't tip off the seller by only asking about the
Little Mermaid tape. Ask for photos of several tapes in the lot. If you ask too many questions
about a specific item in a lot, the seller might get suspicious, go do more research, figure out he
has something of value, and end the listing. It is always a good idea to fly under the radar when
asking questions about items you plan to resell on eBay. Happy hunting! Full Bio Follow
Linkedin. Suzanne A. She operates a virtual assistant business for sellers on eBay. Read The
Balance's editorial policies. Article Sources. Continue Reading. The Royal Koi Mermaid Tail
collection consists of four beautifully designed sets of tankini and mermaid tails for kids. The
collection design inspiration comes from the royal koi fish and its colourful scales. All mermaid
tails are designed to be used in and out of water and can be worn by girls or boys. An attractive
and distinct scale print would steal the show on any beach or pool party. All tails are designed
and manufactured within the UK. Professional quality, a selection of stunning designs and
competitive prices make Planet Mermaid tails the best in the UK. We are proud of our designs
and are keen on growing the merfolk community further. Swimming Monofins Goggles. Tail Sets
for First Time Users. All Mermaid Tails. Planet Shark - Boys Tails. Toddler Tails and Costumes.
Add to Bag. Mermaid Tails. Lady of the Lake Mermaid Tail Collection. Silver Surfer Mermaid Tail.
Mystic Splash Mermaid Tail. Passion Pink Mermaid Tail. Enchanted Drops Mermaid Tail. Aqua
Daydreamer Mermaid Tail. Mystic Splash Mermaid Bikini. Passion Pink Mermaid Bikini. Silver
Surfer Mermaid Bikini. Royal Koi Mermaid Tails. Chelsea Rose Pink Mermaid Tail. Finsbury Pink
Pearl Mermaid Tail. Kensington Bluebell Mermaid Tail. Mayfair Poppy Mermaid Tail. Planet
Mermaid Tails As seen in. Planet Mermaid Blog. Planet Mermaid Tails. Recently viewed
products. Bestselling Collections. Bitte kontaktieren sie uns zu Ihren Fragen vor Kauf unter
shop saturn. Der Film hat Potenzial aber dies wird nicht umgesetzt. Alles in allen sehr schlecht
gemacht. Hauptinhalt anzeigen. Auf die Beobachtungsliste. Selbst verkaufen. Andere Artikel
ansehen. Shop besuchen. Informationen zum Artikel Artikelzustand:. EUR 9,46 inkl. Einloggen
und zur Kasse gehen Als Gast kaufen. Auf die Beobachtungsliste Beobachten beenden. Ihre
Beobachtungsliste ist voll. Weitere Details. Versand nach:. Weitere Infos zur Lieferzeit in der
Artikelbeschreibung. Internationale Versandkosten gezahlt an Pitney Bowes Inc. Mehr zum
Thema Zustand. Der Kunde kann die Plattform unter dem folgenden Link erreichen: ec.
Verpackung und Versand. Bitte geben Sie eine Nummer ein, die kleiner oder gleich 1 ist. Preis
inkl. Einzelheiten zur Bezahlung. Zahlungsmethoden Kreditkarte. Bewertungen und
Rezensionen Rezension schreiben. Relevanteste Rezensionen. Dvd super film sehr schlecht. X
Vorheriges Bild. Preis: EUR 9,46 inkl. Auf die Beobachtungsliste Beobachten beenden Ihre
Beobachtungsliste ist voll. Technische Daten Merkmale Titel. Share best practices, tips, and
insights. Meet other eBay community members who share your passions. Yes, I have heard of a
wealthy Saudi oil prince who paid just over 1 million dollars for this, however he had it taken
away by the King, such a shame. I have one too. I used to work for Disney and people were
trying to hunt them down. Those crazy animators do that stuff in all the movies. It's just not as
obvious as this castle. Any information would be greatly appreciated. I also have about 50 other
Disney VHS movies for sale. I have an original banned copy as well. Typically, when Disney
re-releases a movie for a short time, originals skyrocket for collectors. I want to sell mine but
have no idea what it's worth today. Skip to main content. Go to My eBay page. The eBay
Community. Sign In Help Guidelines About. Additional Resources. Knowledge Base Get quick
answers to important questions to get you selling faster and better! Most Popular. Discussions
Share best practices, tips, and insights. New to eBay. Groups Give support, share information,
and connect with fellow members. Business Insights. Regional Groups. Special Interest Groups.
Community Home Sign In Register. Seller News. Seller News Home. Knowledge Base. Turn on
suggestions. Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down your search results by suggesting
possible matches as you type. Showing results for. Search instead for. Did you mean:. This
content is old, go here to start a new post. Apr 11, PM. I have a vhs copy of the original Little
Mermaid, factory sealed. I tried to do a search on completed items to see what it would go for,
but there are no factory sealed originals to compare to. Does anyone have a guess on value?
Thanks, Murln. Message 1 of All forum topics Previous Topic Next Topic. Apr 12, PM. Does it
have the original "banned" cover? The banned cover has Cinderella's Castle in the background.
If you look at the spires, ONE just might look a little like a phallic symbol. You can also do a

search for the VHS and add the word banned. Maybe someone has a picture for you to see.
Message 2 of Message 3 of Apr 21, PM. Some things are selling now, some things are not. It
seems to me that bidding has slowed down a bit. I agree with mary, that the VHS should fetch at
least Possibly even more. Keep watching the auctions. Also, not putting a reserve on it, and just
letting the bidders "duke it out" can make the price go high. Message 4 of Sep 6, PM. If you still
have this vhs please send me a message. I might have some insight for you. Tags: Wayne.
Message 5 of Jun 4, PM. After we noticed the penise we put it up thinking it would be worth
somthing one day Message 6 of Jun 10, PM. I happen to have the above VHS also still sealed
and would love to sell it but no idea on where to sell it at anymore. Anyone have any insight on
how to get around this ban for collectable items? Message 7 of Jun 29, PM. Message 8 of Jul 2,
AM. Message 9 of Sep 4, PM. Message 10 of Jan 20, AM. Message 11 of Jan 24, PM. Message 12
of Oct 30, PM. Message 13 of Nov 13, PM. Message 14 of Post Reply. Share best practices, tips,
and insights. Meet other eBay community members who share your passions. Un de l'original
Mertzie flacque de bouers! Skip to main content. Go to My eBay page. The eBay Community.
Sign In Help Guidelines About. Additional Resources. Knowledge Base Get quick answers to
important questions to get you selling faster and better! Most Popular. Discussions Share best
practices, tips, and insights. New to eBay. Groups Give support, share information, and connect
with fellow members. Business Insights. Regional Groups. Special Interest Groups. Community
Home Sign In Register. Seller News. Seller News Home. Knowledge Base. Turn on suggestions.
Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down your search results by suggesting possible
matches as you type. Showing results for. Search instead for. Did you mean:. This content is
old, go here to start a new post. Sep 4, PM. I have a Little Mermaid VHS tape I wanted to sell, but
when I did a search to see its value, I found a bunch of people selling "recalled" or "banned"
tapes because of the cover. What's the deal with that, and how do I know if I have one of those
videos? I can't find the year it was made anywhere on the tape or box. Any help would be
appreciated. Thanks in advance. Message 1 of All forum topics Previous Topic Next Topic. Sep
5, AM. I found this info on the subject. It was banned because of phallic images which appeared
in the cover design. I don't want to be vulgar, lol, but you know, the body part between a man's
legs : The artist who drew the cover art was commissioned for the job and he was not an actual
Disney employee. In his rush to complete the cover art, the artist hastily drew the background
detail in the wee hours of the morning. It wasn't until someone called him for questioning that
the artist even noticed the phallic image. Message 2 of Sep 11, PM. Looks like a doorway to me.
Eye of the beholder I guess. Message 3 of Sep 19, AM. Message 4 of I answered a post about
this earlier. It's because phallic images on the cover. Here's the straight facts: The artist who
drew the cover art was commissioned for the job and he was not an actual Disney employee.
Message 5 of Sep 21, PM. I have one of those older copies mom bought it for me the day it came
out! I never noticed it till someone pointed it out but you know how sensitive some censorship
parents can be. Message 6 of I have a copy as well. It's difficult to notice. You have to really look
to notice it. Message 7 of Oct 17, AM. Wasn't there a Disney movie of about that time period
where some Disney employees did add in a couple frames of someone naked or something?
You couldn't notice unless you stopped it at just the right point because the clip was so short. It
was recalled as well. Message 8 of From Snopes: On 8 January , Disney announced a recall of
the the home video version of their animated feature The Rescuers because it contained an
"objectionable background image. It is true. Message 9 of Oct 19, PM. I was so mad, I spent half
an hour with the pause button checking every frame too. I eventually did see it online, 2 frames
where you see a very fuzzy image topless chick, big whoop. Message 10 of I DID catch that one
before it was a big scandal, my friends and I thought it was halarious when we saw it at 14 lol.
Message 11 of Dec 21, PM. The old version of the little mermaid also has a blip in it. I didn't
notice till my sis showed me, but at the end when Ariel gets married right when the preacher
say's "dearly beloveth watch his crotch. This was another reason why they recalled this version
of The Little Mermaid. Message 12 of Dec 23, PM. Ive seen that too, look close, its just his knee. I
think people were really looking too hard for something naughty there. Message 13 of Jan 1,
PM. Message 14 of Jan 12, AM. Mes
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sage 15 of Jun 2, PM. Message 16 of Jun 6, PM. The Little Mermaid does have a Phallic spire on
the video cover. Years ago my boyfriend and I actually noticed it after owning the video for
several months, and we giggled a lot. I'm a graphic artist myself and find it impossible to believe
this was an accident, even if the artist said it was! It is so obvious once you see it! I suppose
our copy has increased in value. Message 17 of Jun 7, PM. I don't think they are worth much

these days actually. I came across one today in fact and you can definitley see the image plain
as day. I know at one time they were going for quite a bit but I don't think so anymore. Maybe
because dvd's are the thing now? Who knows. Message 18 of Jun 8, PM. I worked in a video
store at the time it came out on VHS. I have the poster of the original artwork. Message 19 of
Jun 14, PM. Yeah, it's so graphic, I have a hard time believing that it was accidental as well. It
clearly is what it is. Message 20 of Post Reply.

